I N VA C A R E ®

P I N D O T & M AT R X ®
I N T E G R AT E D S E AT I N G

Best of Both Worlds!
Custom contoured PinDot® Sihouette® and ContourU® integrated with Invacare® Matrx® back
shells for perfect fit and precise orientation within the chair. A great choice for those with more
challenging positioning needs.

Call to order

1.800.451.3553
invacare.com

SEATING SERIES

I T ’ S A S E A SY A S 1- 2 - 3

1

CA PTU RE THE SHA P E
NEW PinDot ® CLIP wireless technology
sets up in seconds, giving you the
freedom to capture the molded shape
untethered to a laptop. CLIP views in
color and solid mesh and scans the mold
with digital accuracy for the clearest
of detail. With the push of a button,
the scan information and your product
specifications are emailed to PinDot.

PinDot
Back Cover

2

ORDE R F R O M
PIND OT

Matrx
Hardware

+

+

PinDot
Silhouette
ContourU/4U

Matrx
Back Shells

3

O N E D EL I VERY
PinDot + Matrx complete
PinDot + Matrx + Freedom Designs chair
complete and installed*
PinDot + Matrx + Rovi ® X3 Power
Wheelchair and Invacare ® TDX ® SP2
Power Wheelchair complete and
installed*
*On - c h air US o n ly

SILHOUETTE

Capture a client’s unique shape using state of the art
technology to create a personalized lightweight foam back

Various Mounting
Hardware Options
Matrx Hardware

to accommodate postural asymmetries and moderate
orthopedic deformities. Silhouette cushions are designed to
provide comfort, stability and skin protection.
Foam: Precise, custom-carved polyurethane foam available in
soft, firm or extra firm. A moisture-proof coating protects the
foam for easy wipe off cleaning.
Back Shell Options: Invacare® Matrx® Elite™, Elite® TR and
Elite® Heavy-Duty, Posture Back and Posture Back Heavy-Duty.
Cover: Custom designed to match each unique cushion shape

Matrx Back Shell

and fit securely on the Matrx shell.
Hardware: Matrx Hardware allows for simple height,
depth and angle adjustments while offering easy removal
for portability. Available in fixed or quick release.

Silhouette Custom Foam Insert/Cover

CONTOURU & CONTOURU 4U
PinDot ContourU is designed to provide the highest level of
support and stability for users with the most complex
positioning needs. Multiple options are available to fine tune
for extra skin protection and positioning needs.
A moisture-proof coating seals and protects the foam

Matrx Hardware

from moisture and allows the cushions to be easily wiped
clean. For additional foam protection, add an optional
moisture-proof and anti-microbial inner cover.
ContourU 4U is a pre-configured solution for ease of ordering.
Simply send your 3D CLIP image, pick your mounting, width,
everything else is pre-elected for you. Quicker quotes,
orders and delivery.
Foam: Designed for those with complex positioning needs,
choice of standard or soft foam custom poured polyurethane
provides full contact support, even weight distribution and
management of orthopedic deformities and muscle tone.

Matrx Back Shell

Back Shell Options: Matrx Elite, Elite TR and Elite Heavy-Duty,
Posture Back and Posture Back Heavy-Duty.
Internal ABS Plastic or Aluminum
custom contoured lateral
reinforcements provide full trunk
support like no other cushion

Cover: Custom designed to match each unique
cushion shape and fit securely on the Matrx shell.
Hardware: Matrx hardware provides ease of height, depth,
angle and even rotation adjustment, all with user seated in the
back support. Several options available in quick release for
portability, or fixed, non-removable.
ContourU Custom Foam Insert/Cover

BACK SHELL OPTIONS

Elite/Elite Heavy-Duty Back Shell

Elite TR/Elite TR Heavy-Duty Back Shell

Posture Back/Posture Back Heavy-Duty Back Shell

Lightweight aluminum back shell with scapular cutout

Aluminum back shell including shoulder support,

Aluminum back shell including shoulder support,

and 3" contour depth. Complete with standard and long

designed for tilt recline applications. Includes standard

designed for tilt recline applications. Includes standard

mounting pins. Standard 12"-20" wide x 10"-20" high

and long mounting pins. Standard widths 15"-20",

and long mounting pins. Standard widths 15"-20",

(300 lb weight capacity). Heavy-Duty 20"-30" wide x

heights 14"-20" (300 lb weight capacity). Heavy-Duty

heights 14"-20" (300 lb weight capacity). Heavy-Duty

16"/20" high (600 lb weight capacity).

21"-24" wide x 16"-20" high (600 lb weight capacity).

21"-24" wide x 16"-20" high (600 lb weight capacity).

MOUNTING HARDWARE OPTIONS
Easy Set

Split

Heavy-Duty Easy Set

Extended Range

Fixed Space Saver

Invacare Corporation
www.invacare.com
USA
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PBMH

SMH

HDMH

ERMH

FSSH

Easy Set (PBMH)

Heavy-Duty Easy Set (HDMH)

Mounting Pins

Compatible with all Matrx standard backs. 300 lb

Required for all Matrx Heavy-Duty backs,

Standard/Long Mounting Pins: Included

weight capacity. Adjustable depth 2" in front or

recommended on standard backs for users with

with PB and Elite Backs; allows PB Back to fit

behind back canes. Adjustable height, 40° angle,

high tone or heavy use. 500 lb weight capacity.

1" narrower to 1" wider and Elite backs the

rotation. Quick release portability.

Adjustable depth 2" in front or behind back canes.

same width or 1" wider wheelchairs.

Split (SMH)

Adjustable height, 40° angle, rotation. Quick

Optional Extended Mounting Pins (EMP):

Allows clearance of back cane rigidizer bars or

release portability.

Allow interface to wheelchairs up to 2" wider.

other frame obstacles. Compatible with all Matrx

Fixed Space Saver (FSSH)

300 lb. weight capacity maximum.

standard and Heavy Duty backs. 500 lb weight

Recommended for power tilt/recline or tighter

capacity. Adjustment range same as Easy Set

width installs. Permanent mount requires tools

hardware above.

for removal. Compatible with all Matrx standard
and Heavy-Duty backs. 500 lb weight capacity.
Adjustment range same as Heavy-Duty hardware
above.

This information is not intended to be, nor should it be considered billing or legal advice. Providers are responsible for determining the appropriate billing
codes when submitting claims to the Medicare Program and should consult an attorney or other advisor to discuss specific situations in further detail.
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